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ABSTRACT
A physician with long-standing type 2 diabetes and impaired awareness of hypoglycemia sought to lower the hypoglycemia risk using continuous glucose monitoring to optimize the medications-meals-exercise triad. As part of the lifestyle modification the patient made a remarkable observation: a glycogen depleting exercise, pre-meal or post-meal, followed by a mid-postprandial walk was superior to the post-meal walk alone for improving glycaemia. She found four exercise options that were useful and doable for lowering glycemic variability.

Introduction
Lowering glycemic variability is thought to be more beneficial than lowering HbA1c or fasting blood glucose toward decreasing diabetes complications [1]. Lowering glycemic variability also means less hyperglycemia or hypoglycemia. The net, real-time response blood glucose levels have to medications, meals and exercise activities can be complex. The glucose response is dictated by the interplay of a large number of variables, including the state of diabetes, type and dosage of medications, meal timing and meal composition, and timing, intensity, duration and sequence of exercise. It is challenging to sort out the effects of exercise on glucose response under free-living conditions. Although an impressive body of results have accumulated on the immediate and short term effects of various exercise modalities [2], improvements in HbA1c, fasting glucose and lipids have been marginal or inconsistent [3,4] and data on the prevention of hypoglycemia are not reassuring [5]. Not surprisingly, translational efforts are exceedingly slow. In the absence of reliable results from large-scale studies, there is no official guidance from diabetes organizations on, for example, exercise duration or timing. On the other hand, most of the factors affecting glycaemia can be kept constant when a single subject explores a variety of exercise options with continuous glucose monitor’s (CGM) help. This paper reports how a physician-patient used exercise to lower glycemic variability. Part I reports how meal timing and meal composition influenced glycaemia benefit. This patient living with T2D for 19 years also had impaired awareness of hypoglycemia (IAH) [6,7]. After a second seizure episode while driving to work, ~2½ h after a resistance exercise, her endocrinologist recommended CGM to adjust the medication-meal-exercise triad towards reducing hypoglycemia risk. She was on metformin 1gm twice a day and glargine insulin 36 units a day when she had the first seizure episode which came after not eating for eight h on a busy day. Insulin dose came down to 18 units when she started a breakfast-centered low-carb balanced meal plan which called for eating every 3-4 h [8]. After the second seizure episode the patient would eat within two h after RE. The insulin dose came down further to 7 units when dulaglutide, 0.75 mg/week was added to the med regimen. Keeping the same med regimen and meal plan she explored different exercise options.

Exercise timing
Although an uneasy consensus favoring moderate mid-postprandial exercise as better
suited for glycaemia benefits exists among researchers [2,9-16], pre-meal exercise has its advantages: little risk for hypoglycemia [14], enhanced insulin sensitivity [17], and improved muscle glycogen content and GLUT-4 protein levels [18]. The downside of pre-meal exercise is elevated postprandial glucose (PPG), [9-11,19]. A recent systematic review concluded that >45 min of aerobic exercise (AE) post-meal offered consistent glycaemia benefits [15]. Also, the review identified resistance training as an effective modality in this regard. The patient found a 30-min pre-meal walk followed by another 30 minutes of post-meal walk blunted the post-meal glucose surge better than a 60 min pre-meal or post-meal walk (FIGURE 1A and B). The post-meal walk might have cleared some of the extra blood glucose arrived from the liver. Split exercise at lunch time was comparable to mid-postprandial exercise in improving glycaemia and oxidative stress [20], although there was less hyperglycemia after the meal. Also, the patient confirmed that the best point to start the exercise for blunting the glucose surge has been 25-30 min past the start of the meal [21-35]. (Most of the studies starting the exercise at 30 min post-meal was done in patients with type 1 diabetes [32,33] or in normal people [27,34].
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**Figure 1**

Glucose response to exercise

A. Exercise timing, aerobic exercise, 10/12 – 10/16, 2017; meds – metformin and linagliptin; dashed line – meal only, dark solid line -60’ pre-meal walk, light solid line 60’ post-meal walk, dark dotted line – 30’ pre-meal walk + 30’ post-meal walk at 25’ post

B. Glucose response to exercise when fasting blood glucose is high, 11/17 to 11/20, 2017; meds – metformin + dulaglutide; dotted line meal only, dark solid line – 12’ RE + 18’ walk at 25’ post, light solid line 12’ HIIE + 18’ walk at 25’ post, light dotted line 30’ post-meal walk + 30’ post-meal walk at 25’ post

C. Glucose response to exercise when fasting blood glucose is within target range, 11/22-11/25, 2017; meds – metformin + dulaglutide. Light solid line – meal only, dark dashed line 15’ st ex + 15’ walk at 25’ post, light dashed line 12’ RE + 18’ walk at 25’ post, dotted line 12’ HIIE + 18’ walk at 25’ post
They did not make the cut to be included in the systematic review on post-meal exercise in type 2 diabetes [15].

**Exercise intensity and duration**

Various exercise modalities were explored based on existing data. Most long-duration pre-meal exercises, aerobic exercise (AE) [14,15], resistance exercise (RE) [22] and fast-slow high-intensity interval exercise (HIIE) [23] offered glycaemia benefits. Pre-meal exercises that did not help were fast/rest HIIE [24] and high intensity continuous exercise [17]. These two studies showed post-exertion glucose elevation. In the mid-postprandial period, HIIE for up to 10 min duration was beneficial [25,26]. RE for up to 45 min did well [22]. Moderate aerobic activity, however, could offer stable glucose levels for over 2 h [14]. As intensity increased glucose levels started to go up in 75 min at 60% VO2max [14], in 20 min at intensity 71% VO2max [27] and in <10 min at intensity 80% VO2max [28]. It seemed that moving from moderate aerobic to resistance to interval exercise to high intensity continuous exercise, as the anaerobic component increased, hepatic glucose production and glucose turnover increased, and duration needed to be shortened accordingly [23,25,27,28]. The recent HIIE study by Hatamoto and colleagues [25] seemed to concur: long duration post-meal or fast-rest pre-meal exercises did not work; intermittent short duration exercise pre or post did. *(FIGURES 1C & 2A–C)* point to high intensity post-meal exercise options that were

---

**Figure 2**

A. Glucose response to a 30’ pre-meal walk followed by 30’ post-meal walk at 25’post – when meds are metformin and linagliptin: Oct 12-13, 2017, dashed line – meal only, dotted line exercise.

B. Glucose response to a 15’ stair exercise at 30’ post-meal followed by 15’ post-meal walk (dotted line) when meds are metformin, empagliflozin and linagliptin: 8/30 to 9/1, 2017, solid line – meal only, dashed line – 30’ St Ex at 20’post-meal.

C. Five consecutive days of the new lifestyle when meds are metformin, dulaglutide and glargine insulin 10 units/day: glucose response to different exercises around identical 1-carb breakfast (PPG ~ 200 mg/dL without exercise). Day 1: dashed line, 12’ fast-slow interval ex + 18’walk at 30 min post-meal, av. gl. 108mg/dL; Day 2: dotted line, 45’ post-meal walk at 30’ post av. gl. 114mg/dL; Day 3: light dotted line, 12’RE + 18’walk @ 30 min post-meal av. gl. 104mg/dL; Day 4: dark solid line, 30 min pre-meal walk + 30 min post-meal walk av. gl. 119mg/dL; Day 5: light solid line, 15’stair ex + 15’walk at 30’walk at 30’post-meal, av. gl. 105mg/dL.
effective for this patient: a short (~15 min) bout of stair climbing (Stair Ex) or 12 min of HIIE or RE before a short post-meal walk seemed helpful. Here medication, exercise (contraction mediated) and glycogen repletion were working together to increase glucose output.

- Exercise frequency and sequence

There is general agreement that AE may be done every day [29] and high intensity exercise no more than 3 times a week [30]. The preferred sequence is high intensity exercise before any aerobic activity for glycaemia benefit and muscle conditioning [30,31].

- The new lifestyle

FIGURE 2C shows the glucose profiles for five consecutive days of the new lifestyle. The breakfast itself remained identical at 1 carb through the 5 days. Here, high-intensity exercises were done on days 1, 3 and 5 at 30 min post-meal (fast-slow HIIE, RE and Stair Ex, respectively) and a brief walk followed. Days 2 and 4 were AE days (45 min walk at 30 min post-meal and 30 min pre-meal walk plus 30 min post-meal walk, respectively). All four glycogen depleting activities followed by post-meal walks were more effective in lowering PPG peak of the breakfast, than the post-meal walk alone. Glycemic variability remained low: only twice did PPG peak exceed 200 mg/dL during these five days. Daily average glucose was 104 to 108 mg/dL when glycogen depleting activities were done but slightly higher with AE, 114-119 mg/dL. Hypoglycemia risk was minimized. A surprising observation was that there was no glycaemia benefit from exercise when fasting blood glucose (FBG) was high (FIGURE 1B). This was right after a week-long vacation. This effect most likely, resulted from low insulin levels in this long-term patient and more fat content in the liver. As soon as the FBG was corrected using strict carbohydrate control and a long pre-breakfast walk [21] glycaemia benefits from exercise was regained (FIGURE 1C). The patient observed that her state of diabetes had been dynamic.

Out of the 2 lifestyle modifications the patient could do, healthy meals and exercise, meal plan sets the stage: staying on the personalized meal plan improved fasting glucose, glycaemia benefit from exercise followed, insulin dose might come down and state of diabetes improved week after week. On the contrary, when the patient went off the track state of diabetes deteriorated. For high-intensity exercises, long duration pre-meal and short duration post-meal offered glycaemia benefits. This patient preferred low-carb balanced meals (75 to 90 gms/day) to very low carb ketogenic diet (<20 gm/day) [36]. The structured exercise options around breakfast as described here were safe and practical with her busy schedule compared with the intermittent physical activity reported in recent studies [37]. It was crucial to individualize the medication-meals-exercise triad.

Conclusion

Adding a glycogen-depleting activity before the mid-postprandial walk lowered the glucose surge more efficiently than a post-meal walk alone. The four glycogen depleting exercise options described here are double for lowering glycaemic variability. The observations described here are glimpses gained by a single individual with long-standing T2D and they require further testing by conventional studies for accelerated translation.
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